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Buy a new version of this Connected Casebook and receive ACCESS to the online e-book, practice

questions from your favorite study aids, and an outline tool on CasebookConnect, the all in one

learning solution for law school students. CasebookConnect offers you what you need most to be

successful in your law school classes â€“ portability, meaningful feedback, and greater efficiency.

Contracts: Cases and Doctrineâ€™s back-to-basics, case-based approach gives students ample

doctrinal material as they sift through and analyze facts for prevailing themes and theory. Cases are

lightly edited, or presented whole, to give first-year students the opportunity to develop

case-analysis skills. The popular flexible organization begins with Remedies, but chapters can be

taught in any order. A mixture of classic and contemporary cases adds interest and affords teaching

alternatives. Each chapter begins with a brief textual introduction, and Study Guide questions before

each case help focus student attention on salient issues. Background information provides context

for understanding cases, and abundant citations reference popular and respected sources.

Relevant provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code and the Restatement (Second) of Contracts

are thoughtfully presented. The revised Fifth Edition has been updated throughout with new cases

added to build upon the strengths of the book. A completely updated Teacherâ€™s Manual includes

a Transition Guide as well as Sample Syllabi. CasebookConnect features: ONLINE E-BOOK Law

school comes with a lot of reading, so access your enhanced e-book anytime, anywhere to keep up

with your coursework. Highlight, take notes in the margins, and search the full text to quickly find

coverage of legal topics. PRACTICE QUESTIONS Quiz yourself before class and prep for your

exam in the Study Center. Practice questions from Examples & Explanations, Emanuel Law

Outlines, Emanuel Law in a Flash flashcards, and other best-selling study aid series help you study

for exams while tracking your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study time. OUTLINE

TOOL Most professors will tell you that starting your outline early is key to being successful in your

law school classes. The Outline Tool automatically populates your notes and highlights from the

e-book into an editable format to accelerate your outline creation and increase study time later in the

semester.
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This book is in quite good condition. But the logistics was incredibly, amazingly, epically,

unbelievably, magically, astonishingly, horribly and etc... SLOW. Though having known the USPS

could be very slow in the US, it still shocked me. If you want to buy the book, make sure you place

the order at least half an month in advance.

This is a pretty fantastic case book -- for once, a law tome designed to help students understand

rather than to befuddle them by making them think hard without providing guidance on what and

how to do the thinking. This book includes notes AHEAD of cases so that you can consider them

while you read the case and see how the case might be significant to the overall body of law. Most

other books include these kind of prompts after the case, when students are trying to wrap up and

may already have skimmed over some case detail critical to assessing the note.

It's useful for all of those attorneys NOT practicing civil law (basically, everyone not here in

Louisiana). Pretty generic stuff, but I learned a great deal from reading it.

After reading the first few pages, the text seems to be well written and easy to understand the

material.

Light marking but it wasn't distracting

Illogically organized.

Great!!!!



It's a nice book but personally I think there is too much cases and sometimes ignore to conclude a

theory.
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